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window Where there is--goes through a turnstile where he puts a token into, drops in a

token and can then pass through, his attitude is altogether different from that when he

passes through a gate where there is a man standing to pick up theticket. If he is not in

a hurry he notices the man's face, whether he looks dad, or happy, he may sometimes

wonder whether the man has a toothache, or has had a bad night, or has had difficulty

w ith family problems, or whether , or something uite remote from his mechanical task

of collecting tickets has entered into his demeanor. If a man passes leisurely thwoggh

such a gate at regular intefrals, he soon becomes acquainted with the ticket collector,

and cone a to ask him how he is and something about his family, to learn something of

his background, there is a pe'sonal attitude that one takes toward a human being that

is quite different from what one takes toward a mechanical object.

The existenceof other personalities than ourselves in li is something that is

c onstantly r3cognized and dealt with. We are so accustone d to it that it does not seem at

aill strange to us and we may not even reali e the fact that it is so differnet from our

atti6tue toward purely mechalxtcal forces. Yet personality is a very real force and a very

commonly recot nized force in life, There is nothing strange th= in thinkin g$y' that there

is similarly a personality who is in control d the universe.

If a man is walking through the woods and sees the side of a hill with great

large bou1de at the bottom, smaller ones onthe aide and very small ones up towards the

top, he is apt to pedw ponder over what happened when there came a great , had happifi ed

as in the course of the years the rockes were broken up and stones fell down over the

slope and the larger stones fell further, and gradually the side of the hill became divided

into stones of various types. One can see certain different results and ponder threr the

technical causes ti-at led tb that. As one walks beside throughthe woods he comes to

a stream and notices that the vegetation is different there than on a large, on a high and

rather dry area, and then can notice how the climatic situatlion affects the type of growth.
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